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Abstract
Understanding early rifting of continental lithosphere requires accurate descriptions of up-bended rift
margins and footwalls that correlate in space and time with the elastic flexural uplift that produces them.
Here, we characterize the geometry of elastic flexural uplift produced by continental rifting at its
spatiotemporal scale in nature (10s km; 104-106 yr) using geomorphic evidence from the uplifting margin of
the Corinth Rift, Greece. Our geomorphic analyses of space-borne topography novelly outline the coherent
elastic flexure of continental lithosphere along and across the rift margin and throughout faulting (~106 yr),
as defined by the distribution of footwall uplift south of the active bounding fault. Topography and river
drainages outline an elastic flexure signal that increases exponentially towards the bounding fault across the
footwall for >50 km and changes in amplitude along the footwall following a parabola that decays from the
rift center and has a >60 km wavelength. Such continental lithosphere up bend correlates with the scale of the
rift, and appears maximum in the center of the rift, where drainage reversal of large catchments suggests
rapid slip rates at the bounding fault. This is consistent with the growth of a new rift-scale, high-angle normal
fault. The coherency of elastic flexure in space and time implies highly-localized strain in the rift-bounding
fault and suggests that the fault transects continental lithosphere with long-term strength. The unparalleled
record of flexural uplift and highly-localized strain in the landscape of Corinth suggest these processes are
intrinsic to early continental rifting elsewhere.
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Introduction
Numerical models show that crustal-scale elastic flexure and localized strain occur in the flanks of
high-angle normal faults transecting continental lithosphere (e.g., Buck, 1993; King & Ellis, 1990).
Elastic flexure leads to fault flank uplift and subsidence that span tens of kilometers along strike and
decay exponentially across strike within few tens of kilometers (Fig. 1A) (King & Ellis, 1990; Weissel
& Karner, 1989). Similar flexural strain, albeit of much smaller amplitude, occurs in high-angle faults
during Mw ≥ 6 earthquakes, suggesting that cumulative seismic events may result in km-scale longterm flexural relief (King et al., 1988). By contrast, low-angle faults develop little to no elastic flexure
(Fig. 1B) (e.g., Forsyth, 1992). Up-warping in continental rift margins and footwalls is particularly
interesting, for the up-flexed topography can be used to discriminate between low- and high-angle
extensional faulting (Bell et al., 2017). Similarly, the wavelength and curvature of flexural uplift can
be used to infer relative strength layering of the underlying lithosphere (e.g., Armijo et al., 1996; De
Gelder et al., 2019). These and other inferences on lithosphere strain, mechanics and rheology are
nevertheless limited to the spatiotemporal scale and overall detail at which flexure is characterized
in nature.
Lithospheric elastic flexure in extensionally uplifted rift margins and footwalls produces
short-wavelength tilts that sporadically steer drainage reversals in large Cenozoic continental rifts,
such as the East African and Baikal rifts, and in individual grabens within wider areas of diffuse
extension, such as the Basin and Range and Tibet (e.g., Armijo et al., 1986; Doornkamp & Temple,
1966; Petit & Ebinger, 2000; Stewart, 1978). Research in these areas uses flexure geometries derived
from relatively imprecise observations of topography to deduce rift mechanics and/or geodynamics
(e.g., Brown & Phillips, 1999; Masek et al., 1994; Owens, 1983; ter Voorde et al., 1998; Zandt & Owens,
1980). Finer characterizations of flexure geometry, which lead to better-constrained results, are
either precluded by scant unambiguous geomorphological evidence in relatively old (>106 yr)
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regions (e.g., Stein et al., 1988) or restricted to individual transects (Armijo et al., 1996; De Gelder et
al., 2019) and/or short temporal scales (<103 yr) (e.g., Thompson & Parsons, 2016).

Fig. 1. Block diagrams of vertical motions led by high- and low- angle normal faults. (A) Block diagram with flexural
footwall uplift and flexural hanging-wall subsidence expected in relation to a high-angle planar normal fault. (B) Block
diagram with footwall and hanging-wall subsidence expected in relation to a low-angle detachment normal fault. Across
(left) and along (right) fault strike views are shown below each case.

This paper aims at defining the flexural uplift geometry during continental rifting at its spatial
and temporal scale in nature (tens of km along and across fault strike, and 104-106 yr). We use digital
elevation data to explore the existence, geometry, coherency, and extent of flexure in the southern,
uplifting margin of the rapidly-extending Corinth Rift, in Central Greece. We resolve the across- and
along-strike components of flexural uplift, analyzing footwall topography and river catchments
collectively by means of conventional and new morphotectonic approaches that highlight the
relationships between footwall landscape and active fault. Topography, rivers and morphometric
proxies throughout the rift margin novelly portray elastic flexural uplift, highly-localized strain and
large lithospheric strength coherently sustained in space (>50 km across and along rift margin) and
time (~106 yr). Given that the record of early continental rifting in the Corinth Rift is outstanding
globally, we infer that elastic flexure and high strain localization are intrinsic processes of early
continental rifting. This inference implies that elastic flexure and high strain localization may have
occurred in continental rifts and extensional footwalls of any age or extension rate, even without
clear evidence of these processes.
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2 Corinth Rift: Early continental rifting natural laboratory
After a period of distributed extension and faulting, the amagmatic continental rift of Corinth is at a
very early stage of rifting in relation to its current rift-bounding fault system (Main fault system, Fig.
2) (Bell et al., 2017; Fernández-Blanco et al., 2019). Rollback of the African slab and southward
retreat of the Hellenic trench since ~30-45 Ma (e.g., Brun & Sokoutis, 2010; Jolivet et al., 2013; Jolivet
& Brun, 2010; Le Pichon & Angelier, 1981) caused the distributed extension, basinward fault
migration and block tilting that started at ~4-5 Ma in the area (e.g., Doutsos & Piper, 1990; Gawthorpe
et al., 1994; Goldsworthy & Jackson, 2001). At 1 Ma or younger times, activity along the north-dipping
high-angle fault system that currently bounds the rift southern margin (Main fault system; Fig. 2)
(e.g., Armijo et al., 1996; Fernández-Blanco et al., 2019; Nixon et al., 2016) led to a rapid increase in
tectonic rates and ensued a prominent elastic flexure that has been characterized in detail in the east
of the rift (Fig. 3) (Armijo et al., 1996; De Gelder et al., 2019). The Main fault system accommodates
faster geodetic strain rates (~1-1.5 cm×yr-1) (Avallone et al., 2004) than any subaerially-exposed
normal fault on Earth (Charalampakis et al., 2014; Tetreault & Buiter, 2018) and has a remarkable
seismic activity (e.g., Bernard et al., 2006). Rapid Quaternary coastal uplift suggests fast localization
of extension in relation with this fault system (Roberts et al., 2009), which probably has larger uplift
at the rift center (e.g., Dufaure, 1975; Pirazzoli et al., 2004). Footwall uplift rates of ~1 mm×yr-1 for
the last ~330 ky notably exceed regional uplift rates of ~0-0.3 mm×yr-1 (e.g., Armijo et al., 1996;
McNeill & Collier, 2004; Turner et al., 2010) and set, atop inherited relief (e.g., Ghisetti & Vezzani,
2005; Hemelsdaël et al., 2017; Ori, 1989), the modern rift asymmetry. Given the above, the southern,
uplifting margin of the Corinth Rift is an exceptional site to constrain the geometry of flexure (Figs. 2
& 3).
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Fig. 2. Corinth Rift map. (A) Simplified map of the southern margin of the Corinth Rift highlighting geomorphological and
geological features associated with the Main fault system, which is shown in red. Drainage basins are shown in blue, the
uplifted Plio-Q basin infill in yellow, uplifted marine terraces and perched Gilbert-type deltas are in several colours and in
light purple, respectively. The map also shows the location of the on- and offshore cross-section in Fig. 3. The upper right
inset shows the general tectonic framework of the rift, with the acronyms of EU, AF and AR that stand for Eurasian,
African and Arabian tectonic plates, respectively, and NAF for North Anatolian Fault. (B) Topography, river drainages and
river networks in the southern rift margin. River drainages are in blue, with their river networks in darker blue, and their
trunks in marine blue. Watersheds of steep and short beheaded rivers are in thicker blue stroke, with the Dervenios River
[7] in purple as representative for this group. Watersheds of endorheic drainages are in black stroke, with the Olvios
River [A] in orange, as their reversed-flow representative. South tilted plains are shaded in blue. The map also shows the
windgaps in Mavro and Evrostini Gilbert delta. The inset in the upper right corner shows the indexing given to the rivers
relevant to this study, with numbers for gulf-flowing rivers and letters for reversed rivers, now endorheic basins, and our
division in the rift sectors of “East”, “Center” and “West”. This inset also shows the location of the polygon covering the
footwall area used for the footwall relief calculation (see section 4.3). The inset in the lower right shows the different
sources of DEM data used for our composite DEM of the rift.
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In the east rift, elastic flexure on the main fault flanks sets the modern asymmetry (Fig. 3). An
extensive sequence of exceptionally preserved marine terraces in the eastern footwall (Armijo et al.,
1996), and prominent syntectonic sedimentary wedges of correlatable seismic horizons in its
hanging-wall (Taylor et al., 2011) record an exponential increase in elastic flexure amplitude toward
the rift bounding fault (Fig. 3) (De Gelder et al., 2019). Markers show the growth of ~4.8 km of
structural relief since the onset of bounding fault activity, 800-600 ka, which localized strain over a
~300 kyr interval (Nixon et al., 2016). Flexural uplift on 104-106 yr timescales is recorded by the Late
Pleistocene marine terraces (Figs. 2 & 3) (Armijo et al., 1996; De Gelder et al., 2019). If a similar signal
of flexural uplift also exists westwards, it should be recorded in geomorphological evidence along the
rift margin.
In the central rift, south-tilted Middle Pleistocene conglomerates of deltaic systems are
carved by windgaps that bound formerly connected drainages (Dufaure, 1977). Steep and short
beheaded catchments drain toward the gulf, northward of large, reversed drainages that now are at
heights of 700-800 m and infill flat sedimentary plains with gentle south tilts (Figs. 2 & 3) (Seger &
Alexander, 1993). The uppermost abandoned valley is carved in the oldest delta (Mavro) and aligns
with the windgap of a younger delta (Evrostini) located northwestward at lower elevations (Fig. 2)
(e.g., Rohais et al., 2007). This implies that the same river bypassed the former delta to feed the latter.
Such configuration of windgap-bounded drainages implies drainage reversals at large scale (e.g.,
Dufaure, 1977) and may result from footwall flexural uplift (Armijo et al., 1996). Being this the case,
footwall flexural uplift would postdate Mavro Delta deposition and predate Evrostini Delta
deposition, which chrono- and lithostratigraphical correlations set at ~0.7 Ma (Ford et al., 2016).
In the west rift, westwards of the reversed drainages, the largest catchments have river
morphologies that are similar albeit less marked, with steep gorges and narrow valleys in a broad
up-warped zone that separates a low-gradient, low-relief landscape upstream from a steeper, highrelief landscape downstream (e.g., Seger & Alexander, 1993). As in the rift center, west rift sequences
6
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of offlapping stranded deltas become younger coastward (Ford et al., 2012, 2016; Seger & Alexander,
1993). This and former hanging-wall sediments uplifted by sequentially younger footwalls suggest
basinward migration of border fault systems (e.g., Gawthorpe et al., 2017). No proposal of elastic
flexure has been made to explain the evolution of the west rift sector, and no evidence of footwall
flexural uplift has been documented.

Fig. 3. Onshore-offshore cross-section across the eastern Corinth Rift. Onshore-offshore cross-section showing
elastic flexure as detailed by coeval markers of sea level and river profiles rescaled to fit the section located in Fig. 2.
Paleohorizons in different colours represent major sea level highstands (see inset in the lower left) that have been
derived from best-fit quadratic curves of up-flexed terraces in the onshore (De Gelder et al., 2019) and their tentatively
correlatable seismic horizons in the offshore (Nixon et al., 2016) on the seismic line L35 of Taylor et al., (2011), depthconverted as in de Gelder et al., 2019. Modified after Fig. 3 of de Gelder et al. (2019).

3 Working framework & hypotheses
Given that the long-term slip and derived uplift patterns on bounding fault(s) control the long-term
morphological evolution of rift margins and footwalls (e.g., Cowie & Scholz, 1992), the landscape in
these uplifted settings can be used to understand their controlling fault(s) (e.g., Cowie et al., 2006).
High-angle normal faults have a predictable geometry of slip and slip rates along strike, and uplift
and uplift rates across strike. Along-strike, slip and slip rates parabolically decay from a maximum
near the fault center to zero at fault tips (e.g., Bürgmann et al., 1994; Cowie & Scholz, 1992; Dawers
et al., 1993; Manighetti et al., 2001; Roberts & Michetti, 2004). Such distribution of slip and slip rates
control the geometry and geomorphic evolution of along-footwall topography and river catchments
(e.g., Densmore et al., 2004, 2005; Kent et al., 2016; Roda-Boluda & Whittaker, 2017). Across-strike,
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uplift and uplift rates exponentially decay from maxima near the fault to zero a few tens of kilometers
away (e.g., King et al., 1988; King & Ellis, 1990; Thompson & Parsons, 2016). Such distribution of
uplift and uplift rates controls the geometry and geomorphic evolution of topography across the
footwall (Armijo et al., 1996; De Gelder et al., 2019; Stein et al., 1988), but their effect on river
catchments remains unexplored. The above implies that we can anticipate the morphological
evolution for footwalls uplifting in relation to range-front high-angle normal faults (Armijo et al.,
1991; Armijo et al., 1986; Wallace, 1978).
The geometry of topography flexed up towards the bounding fault has been often used to
define the exponential increase in flexural uplift signal across extensional footwalls (e.g., Brown &
Phillips, 1999; Masek et al., 1994; Owens, 1983; Stein et al., 1988; ter Voorde et al., 1998; Zandt &
Owens, 1980) but the along-footwall signal of flexural uplift is still unlinked with the topography it
shapes. Intuitively, the along-footwall shape of flexed topography should link with the displacement
profile of the active fault. Similarly, the along-footwall extent of flexed topography should correlate
with fault length and its coherency should relate with the degree of strain localization at the fault.
River catchments are commonly used to resolve uplift signals and slip rates in extensional
rift margins and footwalls (Boulton & Whittaker, 2009; Gallen & Wegmann, 2017; Kirby & Whipple,
2012; Miller et al., 2012; Whittaker, 2012; Whittaker et al., 2008; Wobus et al., 2006). However, the
influence of elastic flexure in the geometry and evolution of footwall rivers remains to be explored.
This gap may result from the fact that morphometric analyses using drainage basin-scale metrics
(Demoulin et al., 2015) are not suited for cases of flexure, for they average the spatially varying strikeperpendicular component of uplift across catchment. Goren et al. (2014) and Corti et al. (2018) may
be considered exceptions. In the former study, an expected flexural response to normal faulting is
used in linear inversions that parametrize uplift spatial variability in the Inyo Range, California. The
latter research studies the coupling between flexural uplift and fluvial erosion and its influence on
rift (a)symmetry in the Main Ethiopian Rift, East Africa. These studies do not use the geometry of the
8
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footwall rivers to infer the signal of flexural uplift. Thus, the influence of elastic flexure in the
morphology and evolution of rivers in extensional footwalls remains to be explored, and inversely,
so does how the morphology of footwall rivers may inform on scale, geometry and uplift patterns of
the fault accommodating flexure.
In the Corinth Rift, well-established river catchments with their headwaters tens of km south
of the modern gulf shore flowed N-to-NE, draining inherited Hellenic paleotopography (Ford et al.,
2012; Gawthorpe et al., 2017; Hemelsdaël & Ford, 2016). Northward fault migration between ~2.2
and ~1.8 Ma resulted in rivers with northward flows that carried sediments uplifted in new footwalls
towards their hanging-walls (e.g., Ford et al., 2016; Gawthorpe et al., 2017). Given that vertical offsets
of antecedent faults were relatively small (Ford et al., 2012; Ori, 1989), and that >1 Ma passed before
the onset of the current main border fault (Fernández-Blanco et al., 2019; Nixon et al., 2016), we
consider that the antecedent river network was close to equilibrium, and thus that these rivers had
graded longitudinal profiles.
Footwall rivers that drain orthogonally towards the range-front fault should experience the
maximum gradient in flexural uplift. We expect that these rivers have transient longitudinal profiles
that departure from their theoretical graded profiles. Such transient longitudinal profiles should have
steep lower reaches adjusted to near-fault uplift, followed by anomalously low-gradient reaches
immediately upstream, as flexural uplift decays exponentially across-footwall away from the fault. If
this were the case, landward drainage tilts should be more prominent in the fault sectors that have
larger uplift, and thus larger fault slip. Rift margin back-tilting would drive sediment starvation
(Pechlivanidou et al., 2019), for acute drainage back-tilts lower river erosion capabilities. Therefore,
prominent flexural uplift may lead to an end-member case that forces drainage disruption in two
sectors, a perched low-gradient river upstream where flow is reversed, and a beheaded steep river
downstream. Along-footwall, the heights of near-fault transitions from steep to gentler river reaches
should also positively correlate with fault uplift and slip. The along-footwall continuity of the flexure
9
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signal should relate with the displacement profile of the associated fault and correlate with its length.
Therefore, longitudinal profiles of successive rivers lying orthogonal to the fault can provide alongfootwall coverage and portray the lateral extent of flexure, provided that climatic and lithologic
effects are relatively minor. This may in turn allow discriminating the effects of one or more faults.

4 Methods and assumptions
We use digital elevation data with 20 m horizontal resolution to examine footwall topography, relief
and river longitudinal profiles throughout the rift margin, as well as geomorphic proxies of uplift and
uplift rate that we relate with displacement, slip and slip rate on the bounding fault system. We
analyzed footwall topography and river profiles in the rift margin sector where the bounding fault
has a continuous length of ~60 km along strike (Fig. 2). This “main sector” includes 11 of the 16
largest rivers catchments draining north, almost orthogonally toward the master fault, and the 3
catchments with reversed drainage that now flow inland toward their former headwaters (Fig. 2).

4.1 Digital Elevation Models (DEMs)
We used the 30-m horizontal resolution ALOS AW3D30 DSM (ALOS) and patched voids and gaps with
ASTER GDEM V2 (ASTER) for an area inclusive of the whole Peloponnese and both margins of the
Gulf of Corinth. We upsampled the merged DEM for latitudes north of Nafplion with a 20-m horizontal
(post-spacing) resolution SPOT5 DEM of an area that covers the southern shoulder of the Corinth
Rift, the Perachora Peninsula and the Kaparelli area (lower left inset in Fig. 2). We then clipped the
composite DEM using drainage areas of the Peloponnesian rivers that discharge into the gulf and the
three largest reversed rivers that are now endorheic basins, i.e. Feneos, Stymfalia and Skotini. We
manually delineated these areas of internal drainage to avoid the inaccuracies of automatic methods.
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4.2 Stacked swaths
Stacked swaths are a large number of parallel swath profiles projected together perpendicularly to
their trends into a ‘stack’. Swath profiles that are stacked together highlight areas of the topography
that have similar slopes and overall morphology in a direction perpendicular to the point of view, i.e.
areas of topographic coherence “in depth” in the projection direction. Stacked swaths allow the study
of the continuity of morphological features in three-dimensions and over large regions (Armijo et al.,
2015). We use stacked swaths to portray up to 50 km of across-strike footwall topography that
includes the three largest reversed river catchments. Using our composite DEM of the rift margin, we
derive parallel swath profiles that average topography, and stack them orthogonally to the strike of
the Main fault system (taken as N105ºE), plotting them looking WNW as hairlines. We use 300 swath
profiles to portray the main sector that is ~60 km long along the rift strike (Fig. 4A) and 100 swath
profiles for two ~30 km long sectors that cover the eastern and western half of the main sector (Figs.
4B & 4C). The width of each individual swath is defined dynamically by dividing the total width of the
DEM by the number of swath profiles along the projection direction. This leads to swaths with widths
of ~200 m for the plot in Fig. 4A and swaths with widths of ~300 m for the plots in Figs. 4B and 4C.

4.3 Footwall relief
The mountain front relief of an uplifting extensional footwall results from long-term uplift, and thus
slip of its bounding fault. Range front relief shows the cumulative fault displacement and can be used
to infer the dimensions of the active fault and its history of growth and linkage (e.g., Dawers & Anders,
1995; Gupta & Scholz, 2000). We approximate the range front relief using the footwall relief. Footwall
relief is an underestimation of range front relief since erosion occurring in the footwall is not taken
into account. We define and calculate footwall relief along the rift margin in a similar fashion to
Whittaker and Walker (2015). We consider footwall relief as the absolute difference in elevation,
measured vertically, from the trace of the fault to the first prominent topographic break in slope in
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the footwall topography, which represents the crest of frontal relief. The crest of frontal relief can be
confidently followed along the rift margin in our composite DEM. Moreover, crest of the frontal relief
is set by first-order triangular facets in the footwall (see Fig 11B and section 3.6.2 in FernandezBlanco et al. (2019) for a detailed description of the triangular facets along the rift margin).
We defined a polygon in the DEM that covers the main fault sector, extending from the fault
trace for ~21 km inland in a perpendicular direction to each fault sector (Fig. 2, upper right inset).
This polygon covers the first topographic break of slope, which in the rift margin is at distances of
<20 km, often ~15 km, inland perpendicularly from the fault trace. This polygon removes topography
farther away from the fault and facilitates recognition of the first break of slope in the footwall. We
calculate footwall relief along the main rift sector using this polygon. To determine the position of
the first topographic break of slope, we use ~20-m-wide swaths of average topography that are
orthogonal to the fault trace and that we derive every 20 m along its strike. These swaths profiles
running across-footwall mark the first relevant inflection point in the frontal relief and provide us
with a continuous line in the along-footwall direction. We trace this along-footwall continuous line
of footwall relief manually and estimate associated uncertainties that we attach graphically.
We consider that the calculation of footwall relief has no associated errors in the horizontal
direction, given that we used swaths of average topography that are ~20-m wide at 20 m intervals
on a DEM that has 20 m of horizontal resolution. We estimated the vertical uncertainty considering
two factors: confidence in the accurate mapping of the fault trace, and the discrepancy between fault
strike and chosen direction of projection. The master fault can be confidently mapped in the west of
the main sector, where uncertainties associated with the position of the fault trace are minimal.
Eastwards, the position of the master fault is more imprecise as the fault lays underwater and its
trace can only be mapped with less accuracy. We estimate a maximum vertical uncertainty of ~250
m for the eastern main sector due to this effect, in combination with the unconstrained growth
behavior of the footwall relief underwater. We further attribute a maximum estimated uncertainty
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of ±50 m to the discrepancy between our chosen projection plane and the fault strike towards the
eastern areas of the main sector. We consider the equivalent uncertainty negligible in the western
main sector.

4.4 Longitudinal river profiles
First-order clues on the evolution of normal fault systems can be deduced from local convexities
(knickpoints or knickzones) in the longitudinal profiles of footwall rivers. For example, a change in
rock uplift rate will lead to the upstream migration of a knickpoint as a kinematic-wave, and the river
channel will steepen in the wake of the passing knickpoint (Rosenbloom & Anderson, 1994). The
knickpoint acts as a mobile boundary between a former portion of the stream unaware of a change
in uplift rate and an adjusted or adjusting downstream reach (e.g., Snyder et al., 2000; Whipple &
Tucker, 1999). We used Topotoolbox 2.0 (Schwanghart & Scherler, 2014) to extract the river profiles
and the χ Profiler package (Gallen & Wegmann, 2017) for river profile analysis. Fluvial channels were
derived for areas draining ≥106 m2, i.e. where fluvial processes dominate over debris-flow processes
(e.g., Stock and Dietrich 2003), and smoothed with a 500 m moving window average, in order to
remove local effects outside the scope of this contribution.
We performed specific corrections to derive the river geometry of the longitudinal profiles of
the three reversed, endorheic river catchments. We locate the lowest point of the longest stream and
set it as an artificial outlet by creating a sink. We then clip the DEM using the areas that drain to the
sink from the north and from the south. We perform the stream flow calculation of Topotoolbox 2.0
(Schwanghart & Scherler, 2014) to extract the longitudinal river profiles of the river streams draining
each clipped area. Finally, we oriented the outcome of the river profiles according to their general
flow direction, i.e. one flowing northwards and one southwards. The resulting longitudinal profile
was oriented to match the flow direction in the longitudinal profiles of gulf-draining rivers.
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4.5 Height of the principal inflections (knickzones and windgaps)
River profile knickpoints have vertical rates of propagation that are a function of the change in the
rate of footwall uplift (Attal et al., 2008; Crosby & Whipple, 2006; Whittaker et al., 2008; Wobus et al.,
2006). Assuming uniform climate and substrate properties, knickpoints resulting from a temporal
change in uplift rate will propagate vertically at the same rate (Niemann et al., 2001). Along normal
faults, which typically show variable rates of uplift along strike, the relative height of knickpoints
would be a function of such differential along-strike uplift, i.e. tectonic knickpoints at higher positions
may be linked to faster fault throw rates (Whittaker et al., 2008; Whittaker & Walker, 2015).
Knickpoint height depends on the relative throw rate increase along the driving fault strike (e.g.,
Whittaker & Walker, 2015), and can thus be used as a proxy for the magnitude of along-footwall uplift
that ultimately relates to the distribution of slip along the fault.
In this contribution, we analyze collectively gulf-draining rivers and river systems formed by
two formerly-connected rivers that are at present disconnected and bounded by a windgap. We
collectively name knickzones and windgaps as principal inflections. In our analysis, we collectively
use the height of the main knickzones in river longitudinal profiles of trunks of rivers draining the
gulf and also the height of the windgaps of formerly-connected rivers, approximated as the drainage
divide above the highest point of the behaved rivers.

4.6 Normalized steepness index (ksn) below the principal inflections
Researchers have demonstrated that there is a functional relationship between rock uplift rate or
erosion rate and river channel steepness normalized upstream by contributing drainage area, which
suggests that river channel steepness can be used as a proxy for relative rate of uplift or erosion
(DiBiase et al., 2010; Gallen & Wegmann, 2017; Ouimet et al., 2009; Snyder et al., 2000). These
empirical studies are supported by quasi-physical models of river incision that imply that bedrock
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river incision is related to the upstream drainage area, a proxy for discharge, and local channel slope
(Howard, 1994; Tucker & Whipple, 2002; Whipple & Tucker, 1999). The most general of these models
is the detachment-limited stream power incision model, which, when combined with massconservation, describes the change in river bed elevation over time as follows,

!"
!#

= % − ' = % − ()* + ,

(1)

where dz/dt is the change in elevation of the channel bed with time, % is rock uplift rate relative to a
fixed base level, ' is river erosion, ) is the upstream drainage area, + is local channel slope, ( is a
dimensional coefficient that incorporates variables dependent on incision process, substrate, climate
and hydrology of erosion (e.g., Whipple, 2004), and - and . are positive constants that depend on
basin hydrology, channel geometry, and erosion processes (Howard, 1994; Whipple, 2004; Whipple
& Tucker, 1999). Assuming steady-state conditions where rock uplift rate and erosion rate are equal,
local channel slope can be cast as a function as,
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Equation 2 has the same form as Flint’s (1974) law, which describes the equilibrium geometry of a
longitudinal river profile as a power law function of upstream contributing drainage area through
the channel parameters of the steepness index and concavity index. The steepness index is
proportional to the ratio of rock uplift to substrate erodibility and the concavity index is equal to the
ratio of m to n (Kirby and Whipple, 2001; Snyder et al., 2000).
The river channel concavity, defined as 5 or m/n, is theoretically independent of rock uplift
rate or erosion rate but will strongly impact the steepness index of the river. In an effort to remove
the influence of channel concavity on the steepness index many researchers use a fixed reference
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concavity index, defined as 5 (m/n), to derive a normalized steepness index, 67, . From theory, the
concavity index (5) should vary between ~0.3 to 0.7, and many empirical studies find a value of ~0.45
for most river profiles near equilibrium or graded conditions (Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Snyder et
al., 2000; Wobus et al., 2006). Thus, most researchers use a reference concavity of 0.45, as is used in
this study, to calculate the normalized steepness index and assess relative patterns of rock uplift in
space and time.
Traditionally, 67, is calculated by a linear regression of 89: + and 89: ) (Kirby and Whipple,
2012); however, Perron and Royden (2013) recognized that this approach introduces unwanted
noise in the data and they propose the integral or < method of river profile analysis instead, which
we use here. The <-analysis relies on a transformation of the horizontal coordinate for a river profile,
from distance to <, where < is an integral quantity with units of length. Separating variables in Eq (2),
assuming % and ( are spatially invariant, and integrating yields:

F

>(?) = >(?@ ) +

C G I
!I
B E ∫I
K
D
L J(I) ⁄G

(3)

Where z is elevation and ?@ is base level. The trailing term on the right-hand side of the equation is
unitless. Therefore, a reference drainage area )M is introduced such that:

C

F
G

>(?) = >(?@ ) + BDJ K E <
N

(4)

Where:

<=

*⁄
,
I
JN
∫I BJ(I)E
L

(5)
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Equation 4 is convenient because it has the form of a line where > is the dependent variable, < is the
C

F
G

independent variable, >(?@ ) is the y-intercept and BDJ K E is the slope. Plots of < and > are referred
N

to as <-plots. It is important to recognize that when )M is assumed to be 1, the slope in a <-plot is the
same as 67, , thus it is best practice to always use an )M equal to 1 to standardize <-plots (e.g., Gallen
and Wegmann, 2017).
Being a metric sensitive to the rock uplift rate (Snyder et al., 2000), we calculate the values of
the ksn of river streams below the main inflection as proxies for the magnitude of along-footwall uplift
rate and thus the distribution of slip rate along-strike in the active fault system, providing that
erodibility and climatic variations are minor with regards to variations in rock uplift (Kirby &
Whipple, 2001).

5 Landscape record of flexural uplift
We analyse the geometry of morphotectonic features and footwall morphometrics along the main rift
sector and characterize the long-term activity of the bounding fault.

5.1 Across-footwall topography
We analyze the geometry of the across-footwall topography (Fig. 4) by means of swath topographic
profiles stacked orthogonally to the active fault. Swath profiles stacked across the footwall show that
the topography has a consistent geometry throughout the ~60 km long main rift segment (Fig. 4A).
The topography across the footwall shows a stark transition, from a steep coastal topography up to
~1.5 km in elevation at ~15 km from the rift-bounding fault, into a flat topography sloping southward
<300 m over horizontal distances of >35 km (Fig. 4A). Areas of topographic coherence along strike
(white lines) gently dip south at the base of the flat inland topography. They have a curvature and
wavelength (semi-transparent red lines) that correlate with the flexural uplift signal derived from
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paleoshoreline angles of marine terraces that are located immediately eastward (cf. Figs. 3 & 4A).
These areas are tilted south over 10’s of km despite lying at the bottom of horizontalized fluvial
channels and internally-drained basins where deposition tens to level the landscape (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Across-footwall topography. (A) View of topography perpendicular to the bounding fault strike along the entire
main sector (defined in section 4), looking WNW. The DEM area covered is shown in purple (as “A” in panel D). The view
covers ~60 km along the south rift flank and results from projecting 300 swath profiles perpendicularly to their strike,
which is orthogonal to the Main fault system (N105oE). Swath profiles are exaggerated ~8 times in the vertical. Areas of
large topographic coherency along the footwall lead to whiter sectors. Thicker semi-transparent red lines highlight gently
south-dipping sectors of coherent-in-depth topography that are consistent with the lower topographic heights along the
footwall (flexed topography), and with the best-fit quadratic curves derived from the paleoshorelines in Fig. 3, in different
colors (flexed paleoshorelines). The end of these sectors that is closer to the fault coincides with a topography change to
steep slopes to the north. This topographic inflection is capped by the perched Gilbert-type deltas of Mavro and Evrostini.
(B) View of topography perpendicular to the bounding fault strike for the eastern half of the main sector (shown in
vertical stripes in D), constructed as described in A. This view uses 100 topographic swaths with a vertical exaggeration of
~5.5. (C) View of topography perpendicular to the bounding fault strike for the western half of the main sector (area of
horizontal stripes in D), constructed as described in A. This view uses 100 topographic swaths with a vertical
exaggeration of ~5.5. (D) Index map, with an indication of footwall area covered by each of the three stacked swaths.
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The across-footwall topography in the east (Fig. 4B) shows a sharper transition between the
steep coastal slopes and gentle inland slopes than topography in the west of the main rift sector (Fig.
4C). Similarly, the along-footwall topographic change seems to be located closer to the fault and at
higher elevations in the eastern than in the western region of the footwall (cf. Figs. 4B & 4C). The
coherence of topography (see section 4.2) is remarkable along the footwall in the direction
perpendicular to the main fault (Fig. 4A), and larger for the eastern main sector of the rift margin,
where topography tilts markedly southward (cf. Figs. 4B & 4C). The above suggests that the
topography of the main rift sector responds to flexure as a whole in a similar manner than the Late
Pleistocene marine terraces. This implies that the flexural uplift signal controlling the latter is
sustained on the long term (~106 yr) and dominates, ad minimum, the main sector of the rift margin.

5.2 Across-footwall river profiles
We analyze the geometry of the longitudinal profiles of footwall river networks located across the
rift margin, and roughly orthogonal to the active fault (Fig. 5 and Supporting Information S1). The
profile geometry of footwall rivers orthogonal to the fault depart from theoretical rivers in
equilibrium with smooth-graded, concave-upward profiles (Fig. 5A). All river profiles exhibit a
principal inflection, defined as either a convex-up knickzone or a windgap, marking a stark
morphologic transition at ~15-25 km from the active fault (Fig. 5A). This principal inflection
separates either (i) steep lower reaches from broad, low-gradient upland reaches that have different
degrees of back-tilt along the extensional footwall, or (ii) steep gulf-draining rivers from endorheic
basins that record drainage inversion (Figs. 2 & 5). Overall, the principal inflection is located closer
to the fault in the rift center, and farther away from it along strike (see white-grey contact for main
river catchments in eastern and western main sector in Fig. 5A). Similarly, the degree of back tilt in
low gradient upper reaches decreases along the rift margin strike away from the short steep gulfdraining rivers and reversed drainages that dominate the rift center (Figs. 2, 5B, 5C). Given that most
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rivers steepen in response to enhanced rates of rock uplift (Snyder et al., 2000) and that the principal
inflection mirrors the topography seemingly, we infer that large knickzones and windgaps are of
common origin and result from a rapid increase in uplift rate along the full length of the master fault
system.
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Fig. 5. Across-footwall river profiles topography. (A) River longitudinal profiles along the rift margin. River long
profiles of 5 out of the 6 largest drainages in the rift margin, at the same scale and with their outlets aligned vertically,
from the west (at the top) to the east (at the bottom). In the rift center, we plot reversed and beheaded rivers together.
Plots to the right show the main trunks of the same rivers and the outline of their theoretical smooth-graded profiles of
equilibrium. (B) 3D view of longitudinal profiles of river catchments and the plain view of their drainage areas, with
regard to the master fault system. The view covers ~60 km along, and 50 km across, the Main fault system. Note the
prominent size of the reversed catchments in the center of the rift, both in upstream drainage longitudinal profiles and
plain views. (C) Index map, with an indication of footwall river drainages used in A and B. Gulf-draining rivers are
indicated with numbers; 1 - Selenious, 3 - Vouraikos, 5 - Krathis, 7 - Dervenios, 10 - Trikalitikos, 11 - Asopos. Reversedflow river basins, now endorheic, are indicated with letters; A - Olvios, B - Redion, C - Souteni.

5.3 Along-footwall relief
We explore the geometry of the fault footwall relief along the rift margin strike (Fig. 6), approximated
by the difference in elevation from the active fault to the first major break-of-slope in the footwall
topography. The along-footwall gradient in footwall relief (Fig. 6) varies in a systematic manner along
the main rift sector as an asymmetric parabola of wavelength >60 km. The parabola decays from the
rift center, which is located at ~35 km from the west end of the main rift sector (Fig. 6). The footwall
relief decays parabolically from its maximum height of ~2.5 km in the rift center to ~1.25 km and
~0.75 km in the east and west end of the main rift sector, respectively. The current footwall relief is
therefore consistent with a pattern of fault slip that defines a cumulative parabolic displacement
which length correlates to that of the margin. This pattern is expected for long-term activity (~106
yr) along a single, high-angle fault system of rift margin scale.

Fig. 6. Footwall relief projected along the fault strike. Distribution of footwall relief along master fault strike. Footwall
relief is the height difference between the principal inflection and the master fault trace, measured vertically. Uncertainty
is estimated from fault mapping precision and the relative departure between fault strike and projection strike. See
details in section 4.3.
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5.4 Along-footwall river profiles
We explore the geometry of the footwall along its strike by projecting river networks and reversed
basins towards the fault (Fig. 7). River profiles projected towards the fault show geometries that also
respond to a parabolic pattern along the same footwall sector (Fig. 7). The upland reaches of the
largest drainages have low gradient streams that occupy relevant along-footwall distances (see rivers
1, 3 & 11 in Fig. 7), a morphology that resembles that of the reversed river drainages (A, B & C in Fig.
7). The elevation of these flat regions marks a morphological transition in drainage flow patterns,
also for rivers where such flat regions are not evident (see rivers 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 & 10 in Fig. 7). This
cognac-glass valley morphology contrasts the wine-glass valleys observed in shorter rivers and in
the lower reaches of some of the longer drainages (see 2, 3, 4, 5 & 7 in Fig. 7). The elevation of the flat
regions at the bottom of the cognac-glass valleys vary consistently and in agreement with a parabola
much like that defined by the footwall relief (cf. Fig. 6 & upper right inset in Fig. 7). Again, this
parabolic pattern defines the cumulative fault slip, and thus fault surface uplift, expected for
sustained activity (~106 yr) along a composite, kinematically-coherent, high-angle fault at rift scale.

Fig. 7. River profiles projected along the fault strike. (A) Distribution of river longitudinal profiles along master fault
strike. River longitudinal profiles projected along the fault strike in the main sector (N105oE), with 8 times vertical
exaggeration. The morphology of the river valleys is indicated below the profile with the letters; (C) cognac-glass valleys;
(W) wine-glass valleys; (C-W) cognac-glass valleys in upland reaches and wine-glass valleys in the lowland reaches. River
reaches that drain low-relief areas at the bottom of the cup of cognac-glass valleys are highlighted with thick
semitransparent grey lines. Numbers and letters corresponds to those indicated in the index map in the upper left inset.
Numbers and letters corresponds to those indicated in the index map in the upper left inset. This inset shows gulf-flowing
rivers with numbers and reversed-flow drainages with letters as; 1 - Selenious, 2 - Kerinitis, 3 - Vouraikos, 4 Ladopotamos, 5 - Krathis, 6 - Krios, 7 - Dervenios, 8 - Skoupeiko, 9 - Fonissa, 10 - Trikalitikos, and 11 - Asopos, A - Olvios,
B - Redion, C - Souteni. The upper right inset shows the elevation of areas with low relief streams.
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5.5 Along-footwall elevation of principal inflections and ksn values for river streams
below each of them
The elevation of the principal inflection (knickzones and windgaps) is highest in the center of the
modern rift and decays asymmetrically but systematically along the rift margin (Fig. 8A). The
principal inflections have heights that correlate with the along-footwall parabolic pattern shown by
the footwall relief (Fig. 6), at lower elevations. The elevation of principal inflections is maximum for
rivers in the rift centre, with values commonly above the 1000 m (from 4 to 10 with the exception of
8 at around ~800 m, Fig. 8A,-D). Principal inflections are at lower elevations in rivers toward the tips
the main rift sector, with heights that range between ~650 m and ~250 m (1 to 3 and 11, Fig. 8A,D). The pattern of lateral gradients in ksn of the downstream reaches is less clean (Fig. 8B). Either ksn
of the downstream reaches portrays a parabolic decay from its center and River 3 (Vouraikos) is an
outlier, or it shows a roughly linear increase towards River 3 and then decays abruptly. Given the
parabolic geometry of fault slip derived from other proxies, we consider the former more plausible
than the latter. If our inference is correct, then the distribution of footwall metrics sensitive to relative
uplift rates record along-footwall variations in flexural uplift that appear consistent with slip along a
single, composite fault system acting at rift-margin scale. If not, only the knickpoint elevation shows
the signal of slip along a rift-scale fault, and the ksn values show a different signal that is perhaps
related to the known gradient in modern GPS velocities with an increase of ~0.5 mm×yr-1 westward
(e.g., Avallone et al., 2004).
A finer along-footwall characterization of flexure is precluded by the effects of river location
relative to bounding fault trace, recent drainage reversals, changes in drainage area and/or local
faulting. For example, the ksn values for Vouraikos and Fonissa rivers (3 and 9 in Fig. 8B) are two
outliers that we interpret as the result of a recent increase in uplift rate magnitude by fault linkage
and a recent increase in drainage area, respectively. However, whereas the latter interpretation
seems plausible, the former is only tentative, as the river crosses a continuous trace in the East Helike
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Fault. Another significant effect is the drainage reorganization and large river reversals that have
occurred in some rivers east of River 6 (Fig. 2). We expect larger ksn values for equilibrated river
catchments that recently lost drainage area in this region (beheaded rivers 6 to 10, Fig. 8C). Larger
uncertainties exist for the same area east of River 6, as the fault increases in distance from river
outlets. Finally, local effects may affect the Asopos River (11 in Fig. 8A, C) since it lays at the tip of the
fault sector considered, and where the fault is underwater and away from the river outlet. Either or
both these facts may lead to the low elevations of the river principal inflection, precluding a clean
interpretation. Therefore, while the along-footwall parabolic distributions (Figs. 6, 7 & 8A) are
consistent with maximum cumulative footwall flexural uplift and uplift rate in the rift center, we
attribute larger confidence to the finite geometry of the western half of the parabola.
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Fig. 8. Along-strike projection of the principal inflections and ksn values downstream of each principal inflection.
(A) Height of the principal inflection and (B) normalized steepness index (ksn) of river reaches below each inflection, both
projected at the river outlets orthogonally to the main fault system (N105oE). Error bars are smaller than the symbols in
both plots in all cases except for rivers 3 and 6 in panel B. (C) Index map, with an indication of footwall river drainages
used in A and B, and the location of the principal inflection in map view. Numbers show the gulf-draining rivers of 1 Selenious, 2 - Kerinitis, 3 - Vouraikos, 4 - Ladopotamos, 5 - Krathis, 6 - Krios, 7 - Dervenios, 8 - Skoupeiko, 9 - Fonissa, 10 Trikalitikos, and 11 - Asopos. The principal inflection is indicated with circles. (D) Location and elevation of the main
inflections and ksn values of streams below them.

6 Discussion
Our geomorphologic evidence novelly outlines the flexural uplift geometry resulting from early
intracontinental rifting in the Corinth Rift. The continental lithosphere of the uplifting margin
coherently up-bends across the rift (>50 km) and has a parabolic decay along the rift (>60 km)
throughout faulting (~106 yr). This flexural pattern at the rift margin scale dictates the geometry of
the footwall topography and river profiles, and the magnitude of geomorphic proxies for uplift, uplift
rate and fault displacement.

6.1 Implications for the Corinth Rift
The landscape of the Corinth Rift southern margin evolves in response to flexure (Figs. 1A & 9).
Footwall topography and river drainages show morphologies (Figs. 4 to 8) that are consistent with a
cumulative signal of flexural uplift that is spatially coherent over most of the rift; an exponential
increase towards the fault and a parabolic decay from the rift centre along its strike (Fig. 9). The
across-footwall flexure signal is unequivocal in the topography for >60 km along the footwall, with
the back-tilt of the inland regions for 30 km or more across the footwall (Fig. 4). Rivers adjust to
flexure by steepening their lower reaches and forcing a marked back-tilt in their upper reaches that
decays along strike from the area of maximum uplift (Fig. 5). In fact, the across-footwall back-tilt is
larger than portrayed (Figs. 4 and 5), given that the low-gradient inland areas have low erosive power
and are prone to sedimentary deposition that tends to level the landscape morphology.
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Conspicuous drainage reversals landward of gulf-flowing beheaded drainages occur in the
rift center, where the topographic expression of flexure is most prominent (Figs. 4 & 5). Both the
location of drainage reversals and the different degrees of landward tilting in the upstream reaches
correlate positively with the height of footwall relief and the main inflections of river profile
measured from the fault (Figs. 5 to 8A). Collectively, the above suggest that maximum slip rates occur
at the rift center and lead to flexural uplift rates that are also the largest at the rift center (Fig. 9). This
agrees with previous research that suggested larger uplift in the rift center (e.g., Armijo et al., 1996;
Dufaure, 1975; Pirazzoli et al., 2004). We infer that large flexural uplift rates exceeding river incision
capabilities result in drainage reversal of inland reaches (Fig. 9). This is supported by numerical
models (Cowie et al., 2006).
The flexural model apposite at rift scale (Fig. 9) yields novel inferences on rift mechanics. The
distributions of flexural uplift and slip rates are consistent with well-known relationships for single
fault systems (Figs. 3 to 8) (e.g., Cowie & Scholz, 1992; Dawers et al., 1993; Densmore et al., 2004;
Roberts & Michetti, 2004), thus defining a single, high-angle fault system kinematically-linked at rift
scale (Figs. 1A & 8) (Fernández-Blanco et al., 2019). Inherited relief resulting from distributed
faulting (e.g., Gawthorpe et al., 1994; Goldsworthy & Jackson, 2001) in relation to the Aegean Sea
back-arc extension (e.g. Brun & Sokoutis, 2010; Jolivet et al., 2013) is limited, and in stark contrast
with the modern short-wavelength, high-amplitude rift relief (Fig. 4). This was observed by early
works in the area (e.g., Ori, 1989), and together with the morphological similarity between footwall
topography and river profiles (cf. Figs. 4 & 5) supports a young and fast growth of the modern rift
margin. These observations, in turn, suggest a subsidiary role for regional uplift (e.g., Turner et al.,
2010) and paleorelief (e.g., Ghisetti & Vezzani, 2005) in the modern rift evolution (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. 3D geometry of flexural uplift by continental rifting and its effect on landscapes. Evolutionary block
diagrams that schematically show; (A) the 3D geometry of flexure in relation to extensional faulting in continents, and (B)
its effects on a sector of a fluvial landscape. (A) Block models showing the geometry of flexure in 3D, and its associated
across- and along-footwall views. Each block diagram has an horizontal grid 100 km wide in both directions with squares
of 2 x 2 km, and extends 10 km in the vertical direction, that is exaggerated 3 times. The 3D flexural geometry couples the
across-footwall exponential flexure defined by De Gelder et al. (2019) and a quadratic curve that fits the along-footwall
parabolic geometry of the fault footwall derived here (see Fig. 6). We obtain the hanging-wall flexure geometry using the
same geometric constraints and an assumed uplift-to-subsidence ratio of 1:2.2, i.e. the average between calculated values
for the rift; 1:1.2-2.4 (De Gelder et al., 2019) and 1:2-3.2 (McNeill & Collier, 2004). The fault locates at the center of the
grid and has a maximum surficial length of (A1) 30 km, (A2) 60 km, and (A3) 90 km, but the fault trace and fault plane are
not shown. Along-strike panels show a composite view of the appearance of the footwall (for the panel sector above 0 m)
and the hanging-wall (for the panel sector below 0 m) that look orthogonally towards the fault in both cases. The initial
and intermediate growth stages (A1 & A2) are scaled versions of A3 and their flexural geometry is unconstrained. (B)
Block models of a fluvial landscape evolving in relation to the growth of the crustal normal fault and its associated
lithospheric flexure in (A). The hanging wall flexural subsidence and the location of sea level are not represented, for
simplicity, and the frontal view locates on a river trunk. The fault is in red and the footwall relief is shown in brown
colours, with darker tones for the triangular facets and lighter tones for small river drainages formed on the fault relief.
Rivers are in blue and their drainage divides in light grey for inherited drainages and in purple for fault-formed drainages.
Thick green lines represent areas with streams that drain in reverse direction and windgaps are shown with thick blue
lines.

The remarkable consistency of the cumulative elastic flexure signal observed in the acrossfootwall topography along the rift margin and its coherency with its shorter-term signal set by
Pleistocene marine terraces (Fig. 4) implies highly-localized strain along the master fault system
since its onset (Fig. 9). This agrees with previous studies on rift bounding fault localization (e.g.,
Roberts et al., 2009). Moreover, modelling studies show that long-term, large-scale flexural footwall
uplift as the one reported here (Fig. 9) requires repeated coseismic slip on localized high-angle faults
that reach at least the brittle-ductile transition (Bell et al., 2017; De Gelder et al., 2019; King et al.,
1988), and an isostatic elastic response of the whole crust (e.g., King & Ellis, 1990). Collectively, the
above implies the master fault transects the crust to the brittle-ductile transition in a lithosphere
with large strength that is consistent both spatially, at rift scale (>50 km), and temporally, throughout
faulting (~106 yr).

6.2 Implications for early continental rifting
Geometric characterizations of flexure, similar to that presented here, hold the potential to deepen
our understanding of the relationships between landscape evolution, elastic flexure and faulting in
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actively extending regions, such as the Basin and Range, the East African and Baikal rifts or Tibet. For
example, the prime information on rheology, mechanics or dynamics derived from the geometry of
topography in areas of up-flexed continental lithosphere (Armijo et al., 1996; Brown & Phillips, 1999;
De Gelder et al., 2019; Masek et al., 1994; Owens, 1983; ter Voorde et al., 1998; Zandt & Owens, 1980)
is limited by the time span and spatial extent of the markers used. Contrarily, our approach provides
constraints on the along-footwall geometry, extent and coherency of the flexural uplift signal (Figs. 4
to 9). In turn, these constraints relate with long-term lithospheric strength at the rift scale, length and
down-dip geometry of the accommodating fault(s), and crustal-scale strain localization. We hope that
modeling studies further explore these relationships taking advantage of our MatLabÒ script
(Supporting Information S2), that provides the geometry of flexure as shown in A1 to A3 in Fig. 9.
Our work illustrates that the evolving elastic flexure associated with regional-scale faults
(tens of km) during long-term (104-106 yr) extension of continental lithosphere is recorded in their
uplifting landscapes. The landscape records the surface uplift that is associated with a signal of rock
uplift that decays exponentially away from the border fault and is sustained temporally since its
onset. At the time of fault activity initiation, surface uplift and rock uplift are comparable. As the river
drainage system adapts to the new boundary condition imposed by uplift in the active fault, the
signals of net surface uplift and rock uplift dissociate. Near the fault, where the signal of rock uplift is
maximum, steep rivers carve the landscape and reduce surface uplift to near zero in river channels.
Away from the fault trace, the signal of rock uplift decays and the nearly-flat upstream river reaches
decrease the river erosive capabilities. As a result, rock uplift and surface uplift can be assumed to be
comparable in these regions and this is observed in the morphology of the upper reaches (Fig. 7).
However, the upper reaches preserve relief that is associated with their former morphology,
especially near their headwaters, and the drainages as a whole may be tilted headwards, as in the rift
center. Therefore, once a new fault rifts a continental region, the single place of the landscape where
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the rock uplift signal led by the active fault coincides with the pattern of surface uplift is in the main
inflections of footwall rivers.
The processes of flexural uplift and highly-localized strain shown for the Corinth Rift may be
masked in other rifts or at later stages by ambiguous geomorphological evidence and/or denudation.
Prominent reversals of river catchments that exist in older and low-extending rifts and individual
grabens, as the East African Rift and South Tibet (Armijo et al., 1986; Doornkamp & Temple, 1966),
can be explained if elastic flexure and localized strain occurred at the early stages of intracontinental
rifting. Given that the landscape record of flexural uplift and highly-localized strain in Corinth is
unmatched worldwide, we suggest that these processes are intrinsic to the earliest stages of
continental rifting. The generalization of elastic flexure processes to intracontinental extension areas
of any age or extension rate implies that the process of rifting is highly disruptive and strain localized.

7 Conclusion
We provide a finer characterization of the flexural geometry produced by intracontinental rifting,
and its associated flexural uplift signal during fault activity (104-106 yr), and virtually in threedimensions (tens of km). We explore the geomorphic expression of flexure throughout the landscape
of the southern margin of the Corinth Rift using new and conventional representations of standard
approaches aimed at highlighting simple geometrical relationships between geomorphic elements in
extensional footwalls and their active normal faults. We novelly define the evolving, combined effect
of progressive flexure and uplift at the scale of the rift margin, thereby characterizing the geometry
of flexure at the rift scale. The signal of flexure is highly coherent in space and time, implying highlylocalized strain along a crustal-scale, high-angle normal fault affecting continental lithosphere with
long-term strength that reaches the base of the seismogenic layer or deeper. Considering this record
of flexure is unique globally, we generalize flexural uplift and strain localization as intrinsic processes
of early intracontinental rifting in nature.
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Additional Supporting Information (Files uploaded separately)
Script S2
Introduction
We provide a .pdf file with a figure (S1) that shows the river longitudinal profiles of the 6 largest
networks and the 2 short+endorheic systems. Data obtained and processed as explained in the main
text.

We provide a MatLabÒ script (S2) that outputs the geometry of flexure of continental lithosphere
affected by a normal fault, as defined in the main text, given the length of the fault and/or other basic
parameters for normal faults.
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Figure S1

Figure S1. River longitudinal profiles of the 6 largest networks and the 2 short+endorheic systems.
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Script S2
At figshare repository: https://figshare.com/articles/Flexure_geometry_script_in_MatLab/10031777
Script S2. MatLabÒ script that outputs the geometry of continental lithosphere undergoing flexure in
relation to a normal fault, as defined in the main text. The code plots the flexure of the lithosphere
given the length of the fault and its displacement in the footwall, and provides the possibility to
constrain the geometry with other basic parameters for normal faults.
The code portrays the along-strike parabolic shape of the lithosphere in the footwall, as defined in the
main text, using the length of the fault and its maximum displacement. The across-strike exponential
decay of the lithosphere away from the fault plane is attached to the parabolic shape and constrained
using the quadratic curve in De Gelder et al., 2019.
The geometry of flexure of continental lithosphere caused by the normal fault in the hanging-wall
mirrors that of the footwall by accounting a given uplift:subsidence ratio (U:S). For plots in Fig. 9 A, we
gave a value of U:S = 2.2.
For plots representing the distribution of flexed lithosphere in relation to faults with shorter lengths,
we assume that fault growth was self-similar in time. The code sustain the geometry of the lithosphere
in the footwall as defined above and decreases its height by a certain amount in order to match the
input fault length. The hanging-wall is then calculated unsing the decrease in height and multiplying
it by the U:S value.

De Gelder, G., Fernández-Blanco, D., Melnick, D., Duclaux, G., Bell, R., Jara-Muñoz, J., et al. (2019). Lithospheric flexure and
rheology determined by climate cycle markers in the Corinth Rift. Scientific Reports, v. 9, art. 4260,
doi:10.1038/s41598-018-36377-1.
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